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. By Cleveland Ferguson VIII

Theologians from all
around the country gathered at
Nova University's Parker BuildBy Cleveland Ferguson VIII
ing on March 30th. for a briefing
on a recent discovery based on Nova .Professor Steve Alford. ,
Students are always
a long-time theory; namely that .__.:.::ls;..:he=-God=::..:?'---------'- :omplaining about the roach inSteveAlfordisGod. SteveAJford,
festation problems existing on
a liberal Arts department asso- God, ya know.•
Nova's dorms. No matter how
ciate professor and long time
To his students, many times the exterminator
Nova employee has proved time
though,
it
is a big deal. Students comes by, there are always
and time again that he is truly
roaches ieft suttling .about the
omnipotent, but the connection are dropping his classes by the
rooms,
baffling all companies
between his pseudonym was dozens saying that they could
that attempted to thwart the
Tammy Jones and an artists' rendering of Boss Bug (not to scale.)
never
take
a
class
with
God.
only recently proved positive.
Craig Torres, a studeilt at Dr. problem. i·bwever, an individual
research team headed by Orkin
Dr. Richard Portnoy, a AHord's, commented "I knew he Pest Contra! has found the problem as follows:
The roach, refered to
Doctor of Theology at Johns knew everything, but ldidr.'ttnir.k source. In the center of D dorm,
as the "Boss Bug•, is the largest
Hopkins University had first as- he really knew EVERYT:-; ING." where the new atrium stands,
" About 75 in recorded history, weighing in
sumed that Ben Mulvey was Phil Robertson said, "I've heard there's a. problem- a BIG feet under the building [D dorm] at an estimated 3 tons. Boss
God, but only recently discov- of doctors playing God, but God PR0BLEM.
is a cavern about 450 feet long, Bug is believed to have been
ered that Ben was only an playing a teacher? That's ri.150 feet wide, and 70 feet high. trapped in the cavern for the
apostle, a mere front for AHord. diculous." .
Kevin Roloff, a Pest In this cavern is one roach, one
Unfortunately, when Portnoy
big (blank blank) roach'."
(continued on page 13)
AHord feels that peopla Centro! Engineer, explained the
confronted Or. Alford on this, he
are
blowing
the
whole
issue
out
was mysteriously afflicted with
...
large, painful boils all over his of proportion. "Students always
body and was forced off the case. said that I act like God, well, now
they don't h~ve to say I only act
However, as the case like it. I mean, hey, I have Satan
OPlltll ~~RIU
gained more and more media four doors down in Dr.
McNaron's
office
...
what's
the
big
coverage, AHord issued a press
"Hi, it's me--Cleveland Cleveland Ferguson Ill that is.
release that indeed confirmed deal?"
"DUCK! <CRASH!>
Ferguson IV, not to be confused
he was God, and that "The re- ·
with Cleveland Ferguson Ill. I Whew! Sorry about that, some
No big deal at all, sir.
search team should have asked
suppose you culd say this issue of our reporters here have been
me. I mean, it's no big deal being
is my fault. I mean, you might as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - well, that's what Cleveland said.
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NOVA STUDENTS AIR VIEWS ON PLAGIARISM
-.

.

... .

.

The following editori- factor that contributes to pla- guethatthe paper is an assumption
als reflect Nova College stugiarism 1110re than any other of guilt, and that by signing it they
dents' differing views on the topic
is simple laziness. Many stu- are admitting to that assumption.
of plagiarism. They grew out of a
dents find it mudl easier to
series of classroom discussions
H you were to argue with
go to the library, and copy
in an LAN 112 Argumentation ·
someone else's information such students, you would find that
class, taught by Professor Kate
word for word, than it is to they are not as passionate about
Waites Lamm. The editorials
research a topic and put it the case in point as they are about
reflect some thoughtful and wellinto his or her own words. simply having something to cry
considered ideas of students Other students would rather "Violation of my rights!• The fact is,
who recognize that plagiarism is
buy a ready-made paper or we are expected to sign our names
. a serious campus issue. Some else hand in one that was to documents every day. For exstudents oppose current Nova
used for another class. I ~ ample, we sign our names to a
policy requiring students to sign
lieve that students know that financial aid application to verify that
a document verifying authorship
plagiarism is wrong. From the all the information is true, and we
of papers, while others support
time we are children we are may be asked to sign a book in a
it. But whatever position students
taught that cheating is mor- liquor store to verify that the licence
take on the policy, all agree that
ally wrong,.but many students we have presented is legal. These
plagiarism is wrong and that it
claim . ignorance and make examples, along with countless
undermines the purpose of eduexcuses to avoid conse~ numbers of others, are required in
cation.'
quences and a guilty con- order to discourage and prevent
science. They may tell them- dishonest people from doing things
selves that plagiarism and that are illegal or wrong. We accept
cheating are not the same these verifications as a part of evEssay 1
thing or that it's no big , it's eryday occurrences because we
only one paper. But the fact is accept them as important policies.
By Jason Hanson
plagiarism is cheating in the Most of us realize that we are not
most serious extreme, and being accused of being dishonest,
Plagiarism seems tobe
no matter what excuses a but rather, that such agencies are
one of the hottest topics on the student may attemptto use, it protecting themselves from those ·
college campus today. In order does not make the act ac- who are. Now, due to the increasing
number of plagiarism cases at Nova
to be able to discuss the subject ceptable.
College, we must add the-"certifi·
properly, we must first describe
the term. Dr. Kate Lamm, an
One problem arises cate of authorship• to that list.
· instructor at Nova University, when a teacher suspects a
defines plagiarism as "a misrep- student of plagiarism, conSome students argue that
resentation of one's work, •which fronts the student about the signing your name to the paper is
includes handing in a paper of matter, and then finds the redundant because you have alyour own work to more than one student pleading ignorance. ready typed your name verifying
class without the consent of the Apparently, this scenario oc- that it is your work. The problem is
instructors involved. What would curs too often, and the col- that students who plagiarize are not
seem to be a more serious and
leges have decided to do denying that they have handed the
extreme example, is handing in
something about it. In order paper in withtheirnameon it. Rather,
a paper that is not your work at to prevent further pleas of they are claiming to be ignorant as
all, yet you have signed your ignorance, some colleges are to what plagiarism is. The •certifiname to make it appear so. Other requiring students to attach a cate of authorship• guarantees that
less severe cases would be us- sheet of paper to the front of the student is fully aware of plagiaing someone else's ideas as your each essay, term paper, r• rism and the penalties that accomown or failure to document where search paper, or other written pany it.
. specific information was ob- assignment, stating that the
tained, thereby misleading or paper is original work, with
Many who oppose the
misinforming the reader. Any the student's signature at the policy further weaken their arguform of misrepresentation, no bottom. This policy would ment when supporting an alternate
matter how seemingly insignifi- seem to be a logical and et- policy of a on.time signing of the
cant, is plagiarism and is not in fective solution 10 the~ paper at ·the beginning of each
any case acceptable.
lem, right? Wrong, at least in course. By agreeing to sign a paper
the eyes of many Nova Col- at all, they are proving themselves
In order to deal with 1ege students, who claim that · to be incon,istent Their inco"81.-the problem, we ~ under- the •certfication of author- tency ie,ds. us to believe .they ••
stand why ltudents plagiarize ship,-asitilcalled,laaviola- eithertQOlazytosigniteachtime,or
and, why·il
The one tion ·of their rights. They ar- they.just entertain themNlvN bV
181gUlflg against it. Either way il Mys
I
nothing for the argument or the
Tiie Nova Kaipt Scaff
,peopkp who oppose the policy.
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is·wrong.
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II is unfartuNltethatpeople
must cheat and find ahort-cuts in
life, and while one may mica off_.
at signing a verification ahelt,.the
ia, il ii neceua,y. I aay I you
1'tplligiarize, then youdon'tlNWe
anything tD wany llbout. Bui then
again, I 11,ppoM I I was planning to
break the law, I wouldn't .be mo
happJ about.signing a paper tlm
iwould convict me. That'• the whole .
,point of the policy. to dilcourag•
whoaretemptedtoplagiarize
not to offend those who do not I
everyone could realize that t,v looking deeper in order to comprehend
meaning, rather than stopping
at the surface, we wouldn't have
any problems.

Cleveland Ferguson XIII Reporter
Cleveland Ferguson XIV Reporter
Cleveland Ferguson XV Community Relations
Cleveland Ferguson XVI Reporter
Cleveland Ferguson XVII Columnist
Cleveland Ferguson XVIII Copy Editor
Cleveland Ferguson XIX Reporter.
Cleveland Ferguson XX Reporter
Essay 2
Cleveland Ferguson XXI Graphics Coordinators
·
Cleveland Ferguson XXII Poetry Editor
By Tracy Katz
Cleveland Ferguson XXIII Graphics Coordinator
Cleveland Ferguson XXIV Reporter
Cleveland Ferguson XXV Intramural Sports Coordinator
There you are, standing
".:===================:,on the corner of the busy intersection, when the r~. blue and whit8
lights start flashing at you. The police officer walks over to your car
with the yellow slip of paper and
uks you to sign ii. While he'a •-
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(continued on P9 3)
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REGISTER NOW AND
AND RECEIVE $50 OFF

what the admissions office LOOKS
for in grad school applicants.
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They aren't looking for lookalikes. They're
after srudents that stand out. (Note our
friend with the pennant.) The kind of students that have attended
The Ronkin Educational Group's Grad Bound program, the graduate school prep program that not only teaches you how to score
high on the LSAT, GMAT or GRE, but shows you how to write
academic resumes and personal statements that get you noticed.
Ifyou want to be spotted as a student with potential, head for Toe
RonkinEducational Group. Call now about our free diagnostic test.
• One-on-one attention
• Flexible hours
• Unlimited tutorial
• Ongoing diagnostic evaluation

if you want to get in, you've got to stand out.
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the location
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TUDENTS VIEWS ON PLAGIARISM

(co,1t,nuedfrompc1ge21

Accounts
Receivable
Horror Stories

giarism is preposterous. And, If sonal stake In the Issue. She ii puu.d the wool over the eyes of
by some remote possibility a just an impartial third party who the authority figure. Their peers
college student is unaware of assigns a letter grade to one of look up to them when they do so,
thewrongnessorconsequences the hundreds of papers she . because the student is thought
of plagiarism, does that excuse · reads a week. And yet, she is to be smart because they made
the student from the crime? Is cheated. She has been lied to the teacher believe that the
ignorance an exemption of the andthestudenthasfraudulently outstanding work of the author
Compiled by Cleveland
offense? H we were to claim misrepresented her or himself, was really their own/ _
Ferguson IV
ignorance, would our punish- Which is wrong .
ment be any less severe than if
Recently, a_t Nova
In the spirit of April
we plagiarized intentionally? Do
Cheating occurs in a University, professors have be- Fools, the Nova Knight offers
When you first arrive at criminals who plead ignorance number of ways, and technol- gun to crack do""n on plagia- the following collection of stories
Nova College, you are given a to murder deserve a sentence ogy is used in one of them. With rism. Students in certain c~es . and comments from Nova stuhandbook of rules and regula- less harshthanthosewhodon't? fax machines and computers, It must now attact, a form stating dents about their experiences
tions of Jhe college. This hand- If the ramifications of plagiarism is easy to send an essay to a that the work they are submitting with the Accounts Receivable
book specifically makes refer- are weakened by a plea of ig- student in another school to is, in fact, their own. Yet, will office. For the safety and integence to cheating and plagiarism, norance, than it is the school submit as original work. Even signing a piece of paper deter rity of their continued financial
and we reasonably assume that that allows the student to com- within Nova College, plagiarism students from plagiarizing? The dealings with Nova University,
, the college student is aware of mit plagiarism by excusing him runs rampant. Students with only benefit of this tactic is that these students statements were
different English teachers feel students cannot say that they gathered with the understandwhat plagiarism is. Any law from it afterward.
free to hand in the other's essays were unaware of whatthey were ing that their names shall not be
textbook will give the definition
of "reasonable• as that which no
Is it fair to make the without the teachers being any doing, and this is only if they get included in the story.
The comments are
rational thinking person could assumption that all students will the wiser. Many students hold caught. In all likelihood, they will
presented as a part of the
disagree with. Even if a student plagiarize? Is it fair to ask us to the belief that •1t•s okay to cheat not.
growing Nova body of myth and
makes it through high school sign a paper that presents the as long as you don't get caught.•
What does this say legend, rather than as a factual
with only a pulse to prove slhe assumption of guilt rather than I have heard this phraze uttered
was there, the student has to be one of innocence? Is it not also· many times by a number of about the standards of Ameri- report about the offices_ disaware of what plagiarism is and fair to assume that if we are here students in my English class. can Education? That most cussed. Butthen, you know what
the seriousness of it. In high at college voluntarily, paying for The thought of getting caught teachers must judge their stu- they say about common knowlschool, even in the remedial our own education, then we does remain . in the student's dents as guilty until proven in- edge....
classes, students are often wouldn't do ·anything to jeopar- mind, but the probability is low, nocent? In a democracy which
"My wildest A<:<:9unts
asked to write. Despite the level dize that privilege given to us by and many students plead igno- views those accused as innocent
of the class, the nature and Nova? True, some students will rance when ·caught. The sad until proven guilty, we have to Receivable story? Oh God,
consequences of plagiarism are plagiarize, just as there will be truth is that many students are face the sad truth that m_any there's too many to tell. I guess
explained to the student in great criminals. But do we assume ignorant of the consequences. students are guilty of practicing the worst one would have to be
that everyone we meet is some- Students- rarely get caught. plagiarism. America's Educa- when I went up there to find out
detail.
one to be wary of, or just the When someone is caught, oth~ tional Institutions are held inhigh about a check. [The clerk] said
At Nova College, pla- students who were asked to sign ers may be deterred for a time, regard all over the world, but the 'What's your name?' I told her
my name. 'What's your social
but the punishment is not severe probability is high that American
giarism is fast becoming a much title pages?
security
number?' I told her that.
enough
to
deter
others
from
students
plagiarized
their
"Why
I
discussed topic. In the interest
committing plagiarism.
want to attend ... : essay. Es- She typed it up on the computer
of curbing what maybe potential
sentially, American students that and said 'Who are you? We have
acts of plagiarism, the infamous
no record of you here.' I said,
u1 won't plagiarize• title sheet Essay3
Why do .students pla- plagiarise are really cheating
giarize? The obvious answers themselves. Most students at 'Excuse me, I've been here for a
has been developed. This title
include laziness, lack of original college are intelligent enough to year and a half, what do you
page requiring students' signa- By Zareefa Khan
mean you have no record?' 'Well,
thought and procrastination in realize this fact, but the truth of
ture and stating that the work
being handed in is authentic, is
Plagiarism runs ram- completeing assignments. One the matter is that many don't you're not here.' I said, 'I'm here I
an affront to students.
pant in our high schools and would be amazed to hear stu- really care. Why do your own Vou 1-)etter have something.'
uThey misplaced my
colleges. What is plagiarism? dents bragging about their pla- work when cheating is so much
H this title page is in- Plagiarism is using written work giarized essays. The boast of easier? Have American students files and then I went to Financial
tended to inform us as to exactly that is not your own by presenting the fact that it was nottheir work always been taught to look for Aid office and they had it, but of
course the file was wrong. They
what plagiarism is, then the as- words or ideas as though they and they got away with fooling the easy solutiontotheproblem?
had all the wrong information
sumption is that we are ignorant were your original thought. Pia- the teacher. Perhaps this is one For many, it seems that waiting
about what financial aid I had
until
the
last
minute
and
turning
ofsomethingstudentsincollege, giarism is morally and ethically underlying reason students
applied for, what I wanted and
in
someone
else's
work
is
the
and assumably, of average in- wrong. Unfortunately, students plagiarize. Bydoingso,students
·
then
they had-this was the
easiest
solution.
should
know.
H
not,
continue
to
plagiarise,
no
matter
feel
that
they
have
managed
a
telligence
worst
thing ... when I was waiting
then wtuu are we doinQ ~erfli ,at ,the wrong:ness or the costs.
successful coup over their
on
this
one check but they
te.ach,r. Many stU,dents resent
Nova? DoesthisschoQlcater;tcrf ,H' c, •
~
~
wouldn'tdisburse the loan check
those of less than avera'g ..
Whataretheeffectsof ..authli~;iu~dmanyf~la·se'!~
.,_-.. ;ll
intelliegerice?
. plagiarism? Even though the of satlsfaction ·wt,~n. they. H'a~..
.. ~:...·~ ..... • . _?-, ~.4~·...... ~ ... ..:.·· ,···~ _.~~.·:~~·
..... ~ ............ . ...! ,. «_,:.. ..... ,;
,;.,.
consequences are severe,
This document requir- ranging from failure to expuling the students' signature is sion. To many college students,
also an assumption of our guilt. the risk of turning in someone
.P.
I\ team of12·year-old basef (~nrl ...:."""'
Asking us to sign a paper veri- else's essay for a good grade is ·
ball players went berserk when
fying that what we are present- worth it. In their minds, as long
they \ost theit little league chaming is not plagiarized implies that as they do not get caught, there
pionship game, so they beat the
we've plagiarized in the past. is no crime. many students find
umpire to death with their ba1s'.
This document ~ suggests it easier to copy someqne else's
that our name alone on the top words and ideas and hand in the
of the first page is insufficient to plagiarized version as their own
designate that the paper is ours. work rather than to develop or to
If our typed name is not enough, express 1heir own Ideas.
then what makes our signature
so significant?
.
Who is cheated when
ptagrarq;m occurs?.The original
This paper also raises author of the work is cheated by .
the question of integrity. Most not receiving the full credit that
people, regardless of their edu- she/he deserves. However, in
cational standing, know that the long run, perhaps the student
t'
plagiarism is wrong. Morally arid will feel the effects when people
0
ethically, it is wrong to copy believe that she/he is a much
another's work and present it as more fluent writer, for example,
one's own. In simple terms, than she/he actually is. Not only
plagiarism is lying. From early do these students misrepresent
childhood, we are taught that themselves, they also lose the
lying is wrong. Asking us to sign benefit of the knowledge and
this title page for every paper we skill required by not carrying out
will write is the equivalent treat- the assignment. Perhaps if the
ing college students as children. student is conscientious, she/
The policy constantly admon- he will feel a sense of shame or
ishes students in the same way failure, knowing that the grade
that the behavior and actions ot: received was not deserved. But
children are admonished. Does in a society where an uA• is the
Nova College. consider us-to be ultimate prize, how many will
adults, or are we nothing more , stop to consider the moral .asthan children?
pects of plagiarism?
plaining your options to you,
passing cars are slowing down
to get a good look at the culprit.
You take the pen that the officer
hands you as he tells you that
this is not an admission of guilt,
but rether, a verification that you
understand everything he's ex. plained to you. Tell me, don't
you feel like a criminal?
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Remember to practice Safe Radio Listening_

The idea that any college student is. ignorant .of ·pla-

Is the teacher cheated?
True, she does not have a per-

With WNKR 760 AM you're always protected.
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Hula

· Pages

Financial Aid says that their waiting room is expanding.,
but the counseling staff s ize will remain the same. This
picture was taken in mid-March by an intrepid staff
photographer who reports that ·despite an the people.,
there"s still no sign of refreshments• for visitors_ The
financial aid office is strictly B.Y.O __ _
'

·what do you mean., you ·need
MORE money?·

.

(Befor•)

(After)

· - · ~''<..._,

Ever si nee the Nov a Knight ran
the ""Find Ben"s Head"" contest, a flurry
of student activity en sued. ""\1/hy, .. The
question went up, .. does Ben have a
caterpillar on his upper 1ip?"" We found
Ben and asked him to remove the offensive i.nsect, and proudly present Ben
·unmasked.

A slice of life from Brad Williams.,
Director of Student Life.

The Nova Knight
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C) Edward Ju 1i us
ACROSS

~

1 Where one might
study Andy Warhol's
works (3 wds . )
12 Enrollment into
college
14 "Calculus Made Simple," e . g. (2 wds.)
16 Evaluate
17 Extremely smal 1
18 Follows a recipe
direction
19 Belonging to Mr.
Pacino
22 Of land measure
23 Meets a poker bet
24 Gay (W II
plane)
26 Capri, e.g.
27 Belonging to Mayor
Koch
28 Irritate or
embitter
30 Train for a ·boxing
match
31 and the
Belmonts
32 Processions
35 Diet supplement
(abbr.)
38 Scottish historian
and philosopher
39 College in Greenv~lle, Pa.
40 The Venerable -

ASola' lll'n
Yang/Cartoon Monthly/Zhengzhou, China

~

"/ see you've got yourselfa car phone. "
Husband/Punch/London
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19 Pol i'tical disorder
20 - - cit. (footnote ~
abbreviation)
21 Traveled on a
Flexible Flyer
24 Glorify
25 Prospero's servant
in · "The T-est"
28 Well-known government agency
29 American league
team (abbr.)
30 Fictional hypnotisi
32 Style .exemplified
by Picasso
33 "She's • . •"
DOWN
( from "Flashdance")
34 Be unwe 11
I Those who are duped 35 Visible trace
2 "Do unto ••• "
36 Think
.
3 Fourth estate
37 W-n·s under4 Goa ls
garment
S Well-known record
38 C011111it --kiri
label
.
40 burner
6 Well-known king
42 • •.• for if I --,7 151 to Caesar
away ••• "
8 Prefix meaning milk 44 Actress Gibbs
9 Confused (2 wds.)
46 African antelope
10 husky
47 Well-known TV bandII Most inmediate
leader
12 Like a sailboat
49 Pince-13 Cash register key
(eyeglass type)
(2 wds.)
~
50 1968 fil11·, " 14 En (as a whole)
Station Zebra•
IS Auto racing son of 51 1965 film, · Richard Petty
Ryan's Ex.press•

but a wMn-.,er."
43 Return on investment (abbr . )
44 Pondered
45 Belonging to Mr.
Starr
47 Part of the classifieds (2. wds.)
48 Possible place to
study abroad (2 wds)
52 Small school in Canton, Ohio (2 wds . )
53 Orson Welles film
classic (2 wds.)

FRANCHISE
LIEN
MARTIAL LAW
NOVATION
PATENT
PRIVITY
PROBATE
PROOF
PROXY
REMEDY
SUBPOENA
StMIONS
TORT
TRUST

ABATE
ACT OF GOD
AGENCY
ARBITRATION
BAILMENT
CAVEAT EMPTOR
CONSIDERATION
DAMAGES
DEED
DURESS
EASEMENT
ESCROW
ESTOPPEL
F~LON
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DON'T

WE

DELIVER
Pi7.z.a

Subs ·
Salads

Pasta
Dishes

Insurance!!!

Frozen
Yogurt

-s
•
•
370-0784

Beer

Student Health· Insurance is available to all registered students,
and you may enroll at any time. Premiums can be paid
by semester or annually.

Desserts

Coverage for dependents is also available.
Brochures are available at the Office of Residential Life
or by contacting Parker & Parker Consultants, Inc.
at 1-800-237-0903.

...

.FREE DEllvERY
.

~srra~~~!!!!!!!!!l!!!!-Wc"iet'r:~11

DON'T GET CAUGH1' WITHOUT IT!

~ Padre<&-~

We~~-

Only

I

$6.00 + Tfnc

-

Toppings on'IIJ $1.25 Valid with coupon onllJ
L!.1un_:.!!!! 10 p.m.
Exp. 4115/91

Inc

I

_J

Delivering With Pride - 7 Days A Week
..FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE

QEIJYPYBQJJBI

1987"

TAJQHlJU

Mon.-Thur. 11 am-10-pm
2853 S. University Or.
Frt. & Sat. 11 am-11 pm
Davie, FL 33328
Sunday
2 pm-10 pm
(In Umttad Areas• $7.00 Minimum)

GENDAL • COIIIIDC DBNIBIKT

Now Acceptine
Nova's Dental Plan

PrlceS Subject To Cbanse Without Notice

We Wiii Accomodate Your ·
Busy Schec:lule

aA rs, EVENINGS AND Ml"IRMYS

-_-. .
~ · t , a-1
NEED EXTRA

~:~

"Your Family's oe·n tal
Health Is Our "
Greatest Concern
Quality Dental Care at Affordable Prices!
All Services provided lncludlng:Bondlng,
Porcelain veneers. Root Canals, Tooth
Whitening and Periodontal Procedures.

I
I
I

Ask about our SENIOR C/TIZENS DISCOUNT

Bradley & Robi~ Bims, 0.0.S.

GENERAL &.COSMETIC
· . DEN11STRY

'

.• ••
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INCOME?

ff,~

$

$

Nu SkiN
~
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Earn the

$$$

You Need! ·

(part•tin•e or fnll·lhne at hon1e)

If you've been looking for a
business opportunity that you can
operate full or part time from
home, this is what you've been
waiting for. WILL TRAIN!!!

•
The Nova Knight

Editorial
Disclaimer
(continued from front page )

Want to Purchase a
Year
Book???
Call
Leah
Goie'
at 370-5670 for details!!!
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Accounts Receivable Horror Stories 1cont1nuecJ ftorn page 3)

until they sent it back from the
state saying that all of my information had been correct. They
Listen to Nova's Campus kept sending me that I I got eight
of them! Every day I would get
Radio Station:
another one in the mail, and
WNKR Radio
every day I would send it back!
Electric 760! 11
Butthe worstthing is ...they don't
like me there."
"I went up there and
they had lost my checks. They
were gone. They were nowhere
to be found and unfortunately I
.
· had to wait for the money, my
It Pays to Adve11tse 1n the
rent wasn't paid and nothing
Class1f1ed Section of The Nova was... [I got the check) about a
Knight!
month later."
Call Sandra Watson at 424"Toomanytomention."
5744 for complete detailsl
"Accounts Receivable

getting a bit edgy and throwing
typewriters around. The office
has been a real war-zone. But
back to this issue ....
"Cleveland Ferguson
Ill just called from Hawaii and
wanted to make sure we told
you that he had absolutely
nothing to do with this issues
contents or layout. I don't know
why, I guess he doesn't trust us
while he's away.
"Most of the articles
herein are parodys. For example,
and contrast, the article on page
13 about the Outdoors Club is
NOT a parody, the article next to
it about Nova and local businesses is a parody. I'm sure you'll understand. There's a fine
· line between fact and fiction, but
our fiction or satire is pretty obvious. We here at the Nova
Knight staff aren't aiming to
confuse, just amuse.
"On page 5 the observant reader will find two pictures
of instructor Ben Mulvey. One
'before' and one 'after'. This
should not be taken as an attack
on the more hirsute persons in
the Nova community, rather the
Knight_is hoping to get some
feedback on whether the Nova
community feels that Ben should
shave off his moustache or keep
it. I'm not positive, but I think that
voters should identify themselves by sex and age group for
aemographic purp'oses. The
Knight will accept votes both in
our office in the Rosenthal
Building or in our mailbox in the
Parker Building (first floor in the
stairwell).
"Well, that's about all I
can think of to tell you. Keep an
eye open for stray roller skates
on your way out, like I said:things have been hectic here
lately . One editor was last seen
naked on top of Parker Building
wit·h a composite bow and quiver
of arrows. He was yelling
something about freeing Miami
Lakes from Japanese investors.
Enjoy the issue, Cleveland
Ferguson Ill will return in the
next issue of the Knight. Boy, I
hope he remembered the macadamia nuts."

within two days. Because they
lost four of my checks in a row.
didn't get any checks in from me
They lost my checks from the
the semester before, therefore
bank; then it took forever for
what I owed last semester Chad
them to get that in and then
to come up with. I thought it was
when they finally got that in they
taken care of...they said they
mailed me a refund. It got lost.
didn't have a cent for me. It
Then the check it was replaced
comes down to paperwork for
with got lost. Then the next check
me; if I did all the paperwork
that came in from the bank got
then the checks should be
lost. About six times they kept
changing my address for some . _ there-loan checks-the PLUS
loan, the parent loan and the
unknown reason. They ke·ep
GSL, basically all of them."
losing my checks and keep
"One day I was in a
changing my address on the
hurry and someone actually
computer."
came up to the window and said
"After I took care of my
'Can I help you?' Immediately! I
financial aid I went to Accounts
couldn't believe it, I was in
Receivable and atthe last minute
shock!"
they told me I needed $3000

EtC AC~~!!_':1'AL

IMPACT.

IDUCA ,:_g~_ THE NEW ALBUM

Classified
Personals
- in the
Nova Knight!
Call 424-5744
or visit Room
206in
Rosenthal for
more info.

.

.-.

"'

inners of th
Knigh
w a r d
be liste
our
s u

FEATURING THE SONGS
"MONEY FOR GRADES'"
AND .. GIVE IT UP"' OR
"DOUBLE BACK•

I
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by Belmclla GoonJez

City limits night club
held its second annual Rockfest
on Feb. 28 to a group of leather
bound males and scantily clad
females. I painted on a black
dress, picked up my friend Patty
and we were off to investigate
some of the hottest local bands
Fort Lauderdale had to offer.
Seven bands were
scheduled to perform starting at
9:00, but the first band made it
on stage close to 10:00 PM. City
limits' Public Relations genius,
Gina, started screaming into the
mike announcing all sponsors of
what City Limits · was calling
"Operation Rockfront".
The performing bands
were competing for a package
that included getting their hair
done at the New Look Salon (the
place for Rock 'n Roll do's)
equipment from M.A.E·., 5 hours
studio time from Oceania Recording Studios portfolios from
Peter Langoni Pictures and a
cash prize of $500 from City
limits. Each band was allotted a
haH hour to strut their stuff and
perform their original music. I
have to admit, it was refreshing
to hear local bands performing

!original music and not playing
Led Zeppelin covers.
The bands were being
judged on originality of music,
·instrumental ability, vocal ability,
strength of hook, crowd appeal,
1
stage presence, and overall
~ presentation. They were judged
·1on a scale of 1-5 with 1 signifying
poor and 5 as excellent. In order, the seven bands were !Understand, Dragonfly, Triple
XXX, Violent Playground, Wall II
Wall, Stiletto .and Amazing
Grace.
The first band, I-Understand, rolled onto the stage
and began their boring act. Their
music would have to be classified as progressive rock. I would
classify it as a poor attempt at
rock and roll. That's a personal
bias though because I can't
stand progressive. I-Understand
didni impress me with their ordinary clothes, loud music and
mumbling singer/drummer. I was
struck by the band's age. They
looked much older, not the aspiring young musicians I expected.
During my adventures
·in 1rying to find a seat where I
could put my beer down, the
second song by I-Understand
starting to pervade the club. It
was heavier in guitar and had an
interesting keyboards melody. It
was actually better than their
first song. I noticed that the
keyboardist rather than the
drummer was signing now, but
the excitement soon wore off.
Give them a point for versatility.
Unfortunately, it was
difficult to catch the names of
the songs and the names of the

(Please see "Rock & Roll" 11)

.,-, -

Concerts are listed in the following order:
Name, Dates, Location [Phone)
When a phone number is not listed next to the event,
refer to the Location Listing at the end of the article.

!Cocteau Twins Wednesday, April 10. Cameo Theatre ..
Throbs Thursday, April 11. Button South.
:Spirit Friday April 12 & 13. Musicians Exchange.
Pat Travers Friday, April 12. Plus Two Lounge [965,72).
Ille Nelson Saturday, April 13. Sunrise Musical
eatre.
e Platters Wednesday, April 17. Charcoals Ill [741:6060).
he Flxx Wednesday, April 17. Summers [462-6262).
llllam Clarke Friday, April 19 & 20. Tobacco Road
(374-1198).
Renegade Soundwave Friday, April 19. Club Nu [6720068). Let The Good Times Roll [50's] Saturday; April 20.
!Sunrise Musical Theatre.
oe Sample .Saturday, April 20. Bay Park Amphitheatre.

!(358-7550).
·aj Mahal Monday, April 22. Musicians 8cchange.
Dead Miikmen Tuesday, April 23. Button South.
D'Prlest Thursday, April 25. Button South.
Front 242 Friday, April 26. Cameo Theatre.

Location Listing
Button South 100 Ansin Blvd. Hallandale 756-5811
1445 Washington Ave. Miami Beach
532-0922
Musician's Exchange 729 W. Sunrise Blvd. Ft. Laud.
944-2627
.
Sunrise Musical Theatre 5555 95 Ave. Sunrise 741-

cameo Theatre

7300
• You can win tickets to most Sunrise Musical Theatre presentations by listening to The Wanker (WNKR], 760 AM.

Even More One Word Movie

Top 10 List #63

Reviews- The Revenge, Part II
by Tom r.cllemam

Top 10 Fashion Failures

This time around it's a short column folks. I really
haven't cared for many of the current theatrical releases and the
cool stuff out on video is always rented by the time I get to
BlockBuster. Anyway ...
Currently in the theater:

The Doors: luminescent
Ck>setiand: uneven, but a soul-shaker
New Jack Cjty: raw
Soon out on video:
Moosenjor Hice: hypnotic

'

individual band members because everybody was screaming into the mic. Either that or
the sound system_wasn't that
great.
As I made my way
backstage,
I-Understand
started another song. The
members changed some instruments and proceeded to
perform a slower and not such
a bad song. However, I had had
enough and daringly stepped
into the backstage room.
Before me stood the
five members of Dragonfly.
(Wow, here was my chance for
an exclusive interview). I confidently walked over and was
greeted by a pair of intense, but
smiling blue eyes. The band
was made up of Steven Q
(drums, vocals), Randy Kreider
(guitar, writer), Jimi Warren
(drums, guitar, writer, vocals),
Tony Castronovo (guitar, vocals) and John Binotto (groove
and move). They had been
united by Cheryl Kane, president of Crystal Entertainment
Inc., only six months ago and in
their words, they were •an all
original actt•
The intense blue eyes
belonged to Jimi Warren who
described their music as •Rock
and roll...basic... all American:
When I asked the band what
they would want Nova students
to know, Jimi replied, -We're
good 'ol American rock and
roll.. .. if you want alternative
European stuff you can go to
Europe, but come watch Dragonfly for good 'ol American rock
and ro111•

ENTERTAINMENT'
-.. '

Concert
Calendar

City Limits Roc.kf est ,Gives Best of Local
Rock Scene
...

~-- •...,

Currently on video:

Def By Temptatjon: best vampire flick in years
Shock to the System: tepid
·•Tremors: fun
Last Exjt to Brook!yn: gaudy, but cool
Adyentyres of ford Faj[lane: silly
Next issue you will have reviews of some soon-to-be released
videos of the crime-mystery genre. Until then, 'nuff said.

1o. Bart Simpson cufflinks
9. Wing-tip platform shoes (fuchia)
8. Neon straight-jackets with tie-clip
7. Propeller (beenie) caps
6. Mood shorts/ underwear
5. Shrink wrap see-thru plastic dress
4 . . The safety-pin nose-ring
3. Tie-die socks
2. Burlap jeans with wool lining
1. Leather neck-~llars with spikes on the in-side

:!0

.

•

ENTERTAINMENT

The Nova Knight
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Alternative Spins

Rock & Roll
(C.Ontiriued from page 10)

Music Reviews cl Cutting Edge Alternative
by Lcrd Sbl8letm

Finally.Dragonfly, was fun on stage, the crowd simply
on stage to rock and roll. They ate them up.
El Dad has been tostarted out with a slo_w song, but
il was a good song. I was im- getherforaboutayear,andhas
pressed by the fact that each played the Button South, the
bandmemberhadstrongvocals, Plus Five Lounge and Futura
even though they'were singing Band members are all from
backups. Tony turned the mike Florida and Jhey play-plain rock
over to Steven and their second and roll.• I asked El Dad what
song, •Again and Again• was he would like to tell the Nova
just as good as the first. Steven students about his band so that
moves well on stage and con- they would come out and wa~h
tinued to produce a third song them. His answer: •can I think
that included some powerful about that one for a minute?
drums. Their next song, "On (Ha, ha).. Well, the music is
Top,• picked up speed and great, we're great on stage•••
continued the band's impres- you'll justhavetocomeoutand
siveness.
seeusandjudgeforyourselvesl
The most exciting thing We put on a great show.. come
about this band is that each has out1• Unfortunately, El Dad did
a strong singing voice, they are, not perform at City Limits that
comfortable on stage and have night, but they are managed by,·
a flowing versatility, switching once again, Cheryl Kane and
position. In fact, they are known . are winners . of several local
toplay"MusicalChairs•onstage. battle of the bands.
And yes, their music was good
After Triple XXX finishedtheirperformance, Violent
American rock an'd roll.'
The next band that .I Playground starting setting up.
gottotalktowasTripleXXXwho This band was also a Cheryl
had been playing together for Kane project. Through tired
abouttwoyears. They've played eyes I watched the elaborate
at the Button South, Summers, drum set put into place and I
Weekends ("We play there A wondered if I would be able to
LOT) and other local clubs keep myself awake to see this
("Doni mention that one place drummer. It took Violent Playwe played at..pleaselj. They ground a good time to set up,
describe their music as "funky, but they were worth it. They
catchy rock .•. ah, commercial proved to be a true heavy metal
rock.... ah, big rock...yeah that's bandwiththeirspeedmetaland
ill Big rockt• I'm not sure what rock and roll flavor.
Violent Playground is
they mean by big rock, but after
havingseentheseboysperform, made up of Manny (vocals,
all I can say is that they have- harmonica), Rocko (lead and
STYLE. Their lead singer was rhythmguitar,deathtones), The
all
over
the
stage Son (lead, rhythm and slid guidancing,singing and really get- tar, deathtones), Gerrit (base
ting the audience psyched. For guitar and deathtones) and
the half_ hour that they played, Bobby Sheehan . (drums and
his beautiful long black hair deathtones). They have an alwould fly behind him as he bum that was released nationjumped around and allowed the wide some three years ago with
"catchy• rock to sway the audi- the .single hit •Poverty Sucks.•
ence around him.
The club had a lot more people
Triple XXX also said in the audience and Violent
they would be inte[ested in play- Playground got a strong reing for Nova, but they had some ception. They performed a song
reservations. "Most colleges go called •M1A• and they dedicated
for progressive music and that's it to the troops in the Middle
not what we play,• said the East. It was a loud and hard
band's drummer. However, he song, but it was good. Lead
did enjoy the idea of playing for singer Manny seemed comthe Big Wanker.
fortable on stage -and even
The moment of truth jumped into the audience and
came when Triple XXX's lead seemed to be singing to his
guitarist was warming up and I friends. Meanwhile, Dragonfly
had to look up to soak up the was on the side of the stage
amazing sounds coming from jerking their heads back in forth
his guitar. When the bancUinally in the customary headbanging
ripped into their performance; move.
they emitted nothing but pure
The next band, which
energy. The powerful drummer was the one that I didn't stay to
assisted the intense guitar while watch perform was
II Wall.
the talented vocalist led them Wall II Wall was eventu..ly
aroundthestage.Oneofthelast crowned the winner of the
songs they played was •Day. By contest. Overall, I must say, the
Day• which can be heard on Rockfest provided a V8l'/ inw103.5 WSHE on Sunday nights. eating and enjoyable night.
WhilethebandcontinuedtC>haw Rock onl

riches. That is the case with
Howdy, this is Lord
singing English. The other
the Trashcan Sinatras. They
ingleton, Alternative Music
times she is singing some
have a simple guitar bass
irector for WNKR. This is the
other language. She uses her
sound. Yes, they are influirst time I'm reviewing for the
operatic voice abstractly
enced by the late 60's sound,
ewspaper. If all goes well I
sometimes as an instrument
but it's light. The works are
might have a regular feature or
that could easily replace a
easy on the ear and rather ,
mething. It's sometimes
· synt~izer. Great vocals,
ifficult to describe music, even pleasant. J"echnically, this is
killer guitar sounds, and a ,
an awesome CD. They have,
imusic you like. It's a good
driving beat: what more do you
three singles released if'!_
hing I'm just doing alternative.
want? Catch them on Capitol
America. The first one is "Only Records. Also, they'll be down
Before I get into the
Tongue Can Tell.• That was
nds, I should make a note of
here on tour in April. ·
followed up by • Obscurity
he underlining trend that has
Knock.• That's a line I just can
anifested itself in alternative,
And Finally .
,tly progressive music. This not get out of my head. •rm
In Emotion-al Fish,.
laying in my bed till just past ·
rend is the heavy influence of
there is a basic sound you can
noon/ I check my watch and I
imi Hendrix, Cream, Doors,
only get from a demo band.
it's half past caring.• The
,tc. The emphasis is on the
The only difference is that
current release is •Maybe I
nly sustained plucking of the
they've been polished up for
should drive.• •Maybe I should CD. The vocalist has good
uitar and the repetitive acid
drive• is a little varied from the
rum beat• . One of the first
lyrics. The background has a
other because it's very
nds influenced by this style
~lot of energy. They want the
nd actively wrote in genre was cheerful compared to the other no fill sound which they
Echo and the Bunnymen. They almost humorous. Catch it on
successfully get. They have
Beggars Banquet Records.
astefully capture some
several singles out right now.
lements by using a simple
The first is ·celebrate• and
und. The Bunnymen were so
reminiscent of a hangover. It
!influenced by the Doors that
It's Cocteau not Cockatoo ...
has the last bass solo as an
hey worked with Steve
Every time I see the
introdudion. The drums just
disc in someone's hands they
Mazurek of the Doors.
make get up and move and
However, the newer
mispronounce the name. It's
"Celebrate.• Follow up to that
,ands are much different from
"Cock-toe• Twins. Try to follow is •Greenmatter" You could
Echo and the Bunnymen.
their lyrics and you will face a
almost dance to this. Pretty
similar problem~ Qocteau uses crafty word with the lyrics.
ese new bands lollow the
id House sub-genre. In other · more reverb in their guitar
"Drill hole in my head/lo let the
rds, there is a driving dance
work than Trashcan Sinatras,
sunlight in.• More of that killer
at with drilling guitars. There but it could be considered
bass. As of printing, •Brick it
1is the Hendrix influence, but
intermediate. There is a
up• is in produdion and
here is more thrashing and
driving drumbeat to follow
relatively new. Catch them on
·!ringing in nature. That's all for
those swirling loops of guitars.
Atlantic Records.
my soap. Here are some
The guitar sounds more like
Remember, you can
unes.
my synthesizer keyboard. The hear this musicon WNKR 760
point is the guitar can easily
AM on the Cutting Edge show
replace the keyboard. The big
with me, Lord 'Singleton. You
thing, as I said before, is the
ne man's Garbage.••
can buy all these at Uncle
vocal. Half the time she is
..• is another man's
Sam's Records and Tapes.
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SBA.FOOD~ OTSTBRS ~ SPIRITS
·FEATURING·
WBEKLT SPECIALS
Monday:

15¢ Wings/ 50¢ Drafts or $2.50 Pitchers of Bud and
Miller from 7 p.m. to close.

Tuesday:

25¢ Beer Night

I

Happy HOur 5 -7
2 for I •Ingle liquor drints and drafts

Wingsday: Discount Wings & Free Beer with 30 wings or more.
ALL DAV!!!

-,c ..;..

I /2 price appetizers,
.20 $ oysters

Thursday: . CRAB RACES!! C.J.'s Cup Night 9 p.m. to close.
22oz. Cocktail at regular single liquor drink prices.
22oz. Bud & Miller Drafts at Regular 12oz. cup prices.
22oz. Frozen Drink specials at regular single liquor
mixed drink prices.
U - KEEP THE CUP!!!
Friday/
Saturday:

COME PARTY AT C.J.'s Regular Happy Hours
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. &5-7 p.m;

Sunday:

REGGAE with RPI from 9-close .
$1 Drafts & $1 Frozen Drinks ALL DAV!!!

.15 t wina•

.,e..

»

o~•·

• Sn~1'0ffe.
• 1>..t,"I~_ I, fl«J.t;c,.u

• 'Diuu.e9toi,,i,i 4w. r,9
··4R'·~o'Wfflf4,m ?044m//l

&O I s. University Dr;
Suite K-10 l
PlantaUon, Pl. 33324

474-3333

.

In the Fountain Shoppes

OPBN LUNCH& DINNER

~~~~~~KK~~

ten\et
_.,a f\\1\esS ..
G111' •••u
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The bearer of this coupori. is
entitled to one free weelt

7777 S.W. 39tb St.
In back of tbe .
Post Office

at our bi-and new tota1
health and fitness facility!!!

Ll'yi1 'C' :- '1)15.''.ll
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The Curl Bar •
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1/2 off Lg. pitcher
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Including Raquetball

witll coupott

•••

~

$100.
for 4 mo.
Unlimited Club Usage
·

per

~!;.o~~'

d

\~b

HOURS:
Mon. - Fr1 .
Sal. - Sun.

~

6 months for $60 W~lqhl llfllnq Av11l1bl1. Umlted time on111. ~le residents onh,1.

6n.m. - I lp.m.
Ba.m. - 7p.m.

.

~;Call For Your Personalized Training Appointment
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The Nova Knight

CLASSIFIEDS

I

C'LASS/FIEDS
PERSONALS

The Nova Knight is now
accepting personal
classifieds in the Nova
Knight mailbox on the
first floor Parker Bldg.
stairwell. Also, feel free
to deliver personal
classifieds to the Nova
Knight office in Room
206 of the Rosenthal
Building.

H llJ sw_-;
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Magnificent 4 bedroom 2
bath vllla with over 2200
sq. ft. high cathedral cell·
lngs, end unit, split bed·
room plan, fans through·
out, overlooking pool and
tennis courts $98,500.
Marlene Days 572-6567
Eve. 473-0707
1/1 ROOM FOR RENT IN
townhouse, $320. 3/2
townhouse with loft, $875.
Both come with pool and
tennis courts. Located In
Pembroke Pines Lakes.
Call Angelita at 653-8400.
Close to school-prlvledge,
Jlus Washer and Dryer.
Community pool and Tennls courts$ 300 a month.
Call 475-8776, ask for
Marge or Ida.

s

CLASSIFIEDS . CLASSIF~IE~DS
. c s

TOUCH OF A KEY"
Typing service-low rates
-quallty-qulcl( response
Linda Marie (305) 749-8350.
Howard Word Processing
Low prices, laser printer,
practicums, resumes, term
papers etc. and fast ser- ,
vice. can Susan 721-5589
Word Processing Service.
Experienced In graduate
level work. Close to school.
$2.00 per page; $2.25 with
footnotes. call Donna at
581-8993.
Writer's Helper (Ph.D.)
Educational Psychology).
Thesis/dissertation speclallst-· writer, editor,
teaches- guides you
throughout entire process:
Idea development through
flnal draft. (407) 274-4107.
Typing • Typing • Typing
"I wlll do all your typing
needs" Papers MLA & APA
styles, resumes, correspondence, cassettte
transcriptions. Call Marie
at 966-8054.
Word Processing Special·
1st. Services Include: term
papers, resumes, cassette
transcripts, proffesslonal
laser printing, and editing/
· proofreading/spell ·chec~..
Call Lynn at 563-4683.

COMPUTER TYPING $1
each page research and Typing By Edithe
editing 24 hours and addl· Expert professional typing.
tlonal services at reason- Shorthand, letters, conable rates.
Dr. Cell ~racts, legal, dlctaphone,
Lipschitz, Ph.D. 424-9015. research papers, term papers, theses, resumes, rePROFESSIONAL TYPIST . ports, editing, manuALL TYPING WELCOME, scripts, and proofreading
INCLUDING Theses, Re- free of charge. can 456sumes, and Term Papers. 0986.
Fast,accurate, reliable, and
reasonable. W.P. Laser ·Hair by Evelyn: Curls (wave
Printer, notary, Boca Raton nouveau/leisure) Perms.
can Marianne (407) 368- Llscenced cosmetologist
since 1979. can Evelyn
0847.
Jordan at 733-4044.
NOVA OCEANOGRAPHY
CENTER Invites you to
Happy Hour every Friday
evening from 5pm. to Spm.
Featuring sand volleyball,
Imported beer, and
WORD PROCESSING
Tape Transcription, Laser softdrlnks.
Printer, FAX. FAST EFFI·
CIENT SERVICE. CALL:
(305) 742-8123.

EJ'vlPLOYl'vlENT

EJ'vlPLOYJ'vlENT

C R L L

I

FOR SALE

N O W I FOR SALE!

$6/hr+ Work at home In can refundable.
your spare time. Easy fun 1·206-736-7000, Ext. 600N2
work. can Jerry at 566- ·
6188,10-5
EXCITING
JOBS IN

Apple lie brand
computer and brand
new printer $500/mi- ::
·ALASKA!
crowave oven $50 or
HIRING Men • Women,
Summer/Year Round. best offer.

Part-time dental receptionist Great location, Ilg ht
typing and phone answer- Fishing, Canneries, Loging. can Dr. Blrns at 680- . glng, Mining, Constn.ictlon,
2237.
OU Companies. Skilled/
Unskilled. Transportation.
Need X·tra cash?
$600 plus weekly.
Sell designer T-shirts, fan- CALL NOW!
tastic Income opportunity! 1·206-736-7000, Ext. 81224
For details send $1 &
S.A.S.E. to K.E.C. 17531 N.
W. 2nd Ave. #252, Miami
Florida ~169.

COLLB:iE
STUDENTS

BABYSITTER NEEDED.
Experience preferred M-F.
days. Flexible hours contact Kim.
3365 College Ave.
Room 208 B
Lupos Pizza Delivery driver
needed, excellent earning
opportunities. Call Rick or
Georgia at 370-0784.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Hiring Men • Women.
Summer/Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excelle.nt
pay plus FREE travel. Carlbbeal'), Hawaii, Bahamas,
South Pacific, Mexico.

LOOKING FOR
SUM MFR.PBS
Large National company
now interviewing for full·
time Summer positions.
Work In area ofyourcholce.
We offer:
Company Training
Scholarships
Paid Vacations
Get an education you can't
get In the classroom. can
now for a personal Interview.

1-305-564-2999

Contact Eileen
at 730-9083.

Look for the results of
he Nova Knight
Awards in the next
issue of The Nova
Knight! Due out in late
April all around Nova.
Want to publish a
classified ad? Do you
have a job position
open? Do you need to
find a new roomate?
Looking for a textbook
for class? Want to sell
something?
Give Lou Badami a
call at 424-5744 for
information about
placing classifieds in
he Nova Knight.

Are you tired of the same old Wed. night ?
Dull Ladies' night routine?
Put some excitment into your summer!

"Words Galore"-Professlonal
Word Processing;
FOR SALE BY OWNER
availfree
pick-up/delivery
3 bedroom 2 bath end unit
able;
serving
Weston,
vllla, 1700 sq. ft., cathedral
celllngs,
oversized Davie, Sunrise, & vicinity.
screened patio with jacuzzi, can: 389-5013.
alarm system, fans In every room. By pool and Typing/ Word Processing
playground ·$88,000. Term Papers, Resumes,
Dlsertatlons, Manuscripts,
George 473-4967.
Famlllarwlth APA and MLA
formats. Only five minutes
SERVICES
from Nova. can Melodee
791-2298.

TERM PAPERS E.T.C.
Double Spaced 1 to 1Opgs.
$1.75 per pg. 10 pgs. & up
$1.50 per pg. Call Sarah at
370-9035.
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FAST FUNDRAISING
., ~ROGRAM

$1000s.
Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

This program works!
No investment needed.

___

Ell, 50

SBf-MOTIVATED
STIJDENTS.
EARN UP TO
$10/HR.
Maitcet credit cards on campus.
Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions available.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

can 1-800-932-052s

WENEED .

...,

Call Now
1·B-95G-8472
Ext. 20
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SOFfEK
BUSINESS
. SYSTEMS

Owned and Opcraled by Novi University Alumni

Let- Ka'igbrPn,tr:cr You.

Your Source for Computer Systems and Accessories
at Special Student Discount Prices:

p12s l
80286 l2MHz System with:
lM-,RAM
1.2 M-, or 1.44 Mea FloppJ Dri'1I
200 Walt Power Supply
101 by F.nbancal Keybomd

Low Down Payments
Low Mont.bly Payments
,.PIP/PD At Once
.
Commerical & Busmess

SMART BUY!

680-9905

SR 22"s Immediately

$36

No one Refused
AnyDrtver

Qllaim .._ wllll:

or write:
Softek Business Systems, lite
4601 So. University Dr. Suite 117 ·
ft. Lauderdale, FL 33328

,._Home

Any""
Any Auto - ttotorc:ycle - Tnick
Full Service Auto T119 ACJfllCY

Momehl
DR. Hilo Softwlle

CALL TOOAYI AVOID THESE
POSSIBLE PENALTIES

~,....,
....... ........

....,,...,.,

We also carry:

Turbo Swilcb .t Uaht
I Pualld, 2 Serial .t I Glllle l'lllt
Norto!I S.L ralin& of 13.7

Call for our FREE Price List!

(not inclucina moailor or 111111 cbbe)

• Dilcounl PriCICI Available wilb Sllldcnt LD.

a camplde line of lbrd Disb,
Tqe Badmpt, Monitcn,
llaponsionBoards, Printen,
Line Condilionrn, S..ppliea,
Media, A--,riea 11111
Sollwae.

~

.

· Excellent Servlc;e, Est 1983
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......

5AUE UP TD .$1&20
When you lease _at:
"-"

,·--::·· ,·,~·· · ···-.-. •• ,.:. ...._;:.,.,'<)._~··l"'I·;.,."··,

FRO~

I BEER l

31::..- ~~

APARTMENTS

SUPER DINNER
SPECIALS

y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:<$>: <$>: <$>: <$>: <$>: <$>: <$>
h•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

*Luxury· 1&2 bedroom
*Fully equipped weight room
*Indoor A/C Racquetball
*Four tennis courts .
*Qoser to most classes
than the dormitories

'

*Tanning salon
*24 hr. emergency maintenance
*Perfect ffoor plan for roommates
*Planned social ~ctivities
*Limited time only

RECEIVE A FREE
GIFT WHEN·YOU
VISIT OUR CO.MMUNITY
WITH THIS COUPON

.. Call Today
424-055:l
Across the street from
the Parker Building

~
~)$ :=5' .

d(0

~~v1

....... .,... ndently
Owned & Operated"

r:tonday · 10oz. T-Borie Steak Dinner
ss.99 l
Tuesduy · Kids Eat & Drink for
49c
Wednesday· 1/2 Spit Roasted Chicken Dinner s4.95 !··
Friday· Full Rack B.B.Q. Baby Back Rib Dinner s7,95 j
Saturday · Lums Famous Clam Strips & Fries s2.99 j'
lsundag - Chicken Wiqs
1scE,
I
Loni Neck Bud or B_
u ll Lite S 1 .00
i
I.
. ,!

I

I only c:t LUMS RESTAURANT of DAVIE
:

4125 S.W. 64th Ave. (Davie Road)

' ----------~§3_-&87_i ___________ I
Coupon
Redeem For 1OS off Total Bill

·------------------------------

I

,, .
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The Nova Knight

Nova Continues to Attract
Local Business Interests
!By Cleveland !Ferguson IV
Ray "The Persuader"
Smith , a prominent Broward
County investments broker, is
the latest financial contributor to
Nova University. Mr. Smith do·
nated $200,000. on behalf of
The Ives Business Interests Inc.
to Nova University in March, to
aid the school's expansion ef-.
forts.
In addition to the generous donation, The Ives Inc.
has proposed a new, comprehensive student financial aid loan
program. "Any and all students
are welcome to access the funds
in the Strongarm Loan," said
Smith. "I want everybody to just
think of me as 'dad', just like they
were part ofthe family. Family is
very important."
The Strongarm Loan
offers a comprehensive educational safety-net for the student
of the 90's, according to Mr.
Smith. "My associates and I believe that a financial institution
should be side-by-side with students for many years beyond
their schooling years." Smith
revealed.
"We hope to offer a
medical plan soon too." He continued. "A Strongarm Loan recipient will be covered until they
have payed off their initial school
loan, we believe this will provide
a long-time relationship between
the student and The Ives."
A long time relationship
is exactly what present loan recipients would have to look forward to, as paying back their
educational year loans could
mortage their future incomes for
up to and beyond 20 years.

As a gesture of appreciation, Nova University ha..c; removed the name of Smith's arch-

rival, Friedt, from the Business
School. ''There's a lot of bad
blood between the Smith's and
By Cleveland Ferguson VI
the Freidt's," Smith explained. "I
am heartened most immensely
On a cold Saturday
bythisgestureofgoodfaithfrom ·
morning in late February, at
Nova.~
seven a.m., nine members of
the Outdoors Club, including
The former 'Friedt'
advisor Gloria Reasons, began
Business School is, for now,
their community service project.
simply The Business ·School.
One high level administrator at
In search of a commuNova, who wishes to remain
nity service project, the Outdoors
anonymous, confided: "The
Club contacted the Volunteers
Business School is to be reof Broward County who referred
named after whoever drops the
them to a home for young remost cash into Nova, that is, the
tarded men that needed paintmost charitable benefactor who
ing.
shows an interest in aiding the
school."
The club reached the
house that they were to paint at
A small selection of
around seven thirty. a.m.The
polled students still wonder what
project was larger than they had
all the money is going to, and
anticipated, but they went to
why tuition is rising when there work.
·
is still no sign of a cafeteria/
dining hall on campus. Generic
"It was cold, I mean
Research Institute representareally cold! And people didn't
tives on campus have mentioned
leave until they had to; we really ·
that recent studies at Nova have
didn't
stop for anything except
included estimating how many
coffee
one time. People who
starving students can fit in a
had never painted before picked
classroom and single-occuup a brush for the first time, and
pancy dorm.
nobody ever stopped working."
said Gloria Reasons.'
"Lately we've been
looking into the idea of stacking
It was a lot of work, but
students on top of each other
many cans of paint and seven
like wood, but that would probhours later the Outdoor club had
ably lead to some kind of acacompleted their mission.
demic orgy." Said John Public,
an anti-ergonomics designer
"At the end it really made
with G.R.I. "Other ideas have
included culling donations from
the fast-food restaurants on
Davie Blvd. Perhaps they could
donate $200forevery registered
student each year we delay caf • "CO n 1•,.., 1.10,.-! f r(l '11 fr o n1 O '"! '.1 o I
eteria construction. Nova students are their life-blood after past 100,000 years and feeds
all, they'd probably be willing to off the smaller insects that infilmake a deal."
trate the room. He also is believed to control the other
roaches as his loyal servants.

·.1:t:~. •

me feel good," Laurie Fisher
explained. "Because everyone
[the residents]cameoutandthey
said thank you, their faces lit up
and it was just a rewarding thing
for everyone.
The concept of the
project was unique, considering
most clubs try their best to avoid
any service that may resemble a
true project, not to mention the
fact that most students at Nova
don't even consider going to the
beach before noon on a Saturday.
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"I am glad to see that
Nova student clubs and organizations are finally giving their
time and energy for community
service rather than donations
from the never ending slew of
fundraisers. • commented student Brian Oulette.
The members of the
Outdoors Club all agree that it
was the most rewarding community service that they could
have accomplished. They had
fun and more importantly were
able to make others happy.

"The gentlemen that I
The thing that baffles
saw, the look on theirfaces would
much of the Nova community is
makeitworthgoingtotheirhouse
the selfless time and energy
. every weekend!" said Jackie
exerted by the Outdoors Club.
Cohen in closing.

Source of Roaches On Nova Discovered
When asked about
what will be done to rid the cam·
pus of the Boss Bug, Tammy
Jones said that there is no im·
mediate plans to kill the bug.

,n
I

g

"We spent a lot on that atrium,
and the students should be used
to the roaches by now...l mean,
I don't have to live in the
dorms...what's the big deal?"

Intramural
.

Intramural

B

- - - - ... ............:1

Outdoors Club members (from I tor): Corey Taub, Jackie Cohen,
Dan Finn, Laurie Fisher, and Advisor Gloria Reasons.
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Jiii Legters: "I can, believe
these shoes don't match this

outfit."

Colette Perets: "Uke, HI guys,

I really meant to miss that
one. No, no really, I meant to
miss It!

Leah Gloe': "R's not fair•..IT"S
NOT FAIR! I used the 'I think I
can' theory."
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WHEN YOUR FINISHED BOWLING, VISIT
OUR SPORTS BAR. LISTEN AND DANCE
TO YOUR FAVORITE TUNES WITH OUR
D.J~ SPINNING RECORDS. ALSO FEATURING

ti,,

us Da Fax

OUR LIVE BAND.lll.-liiS:l'tJ:dl.
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PITCHERS WHILE
YOUIOWL

P,.
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EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
10PM - ·2AM

.Iv.rtpre.rent gov, OOVAlD- ..
Po, Ille.re greal deal.r //·_·.
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WHERE THE 6000 TIMES ROLL
5325 S. University Drive Between Griffin 8c Stirling Roads

434-9663

1YE REMIND YOU NOT 1D DRINK &: DRIV.E
- * No age limit for bo"Wling, must be 21
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iyears or older to purchase beer. - 'Vie I.D.
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